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Wavelet transform is one of the most desirable tools for depressing noise. However, the traditional linear wavelets are not always suitable for any real world signals with strong background noises. In this work, we present a new morphological wavelet, named averaged dilation-erosion morphological wavelet (ADEMW), for depressing the noise in signals of firing shock force on the shoulder. Simulated signals with different SNRs are generated to evaluate and compare the proposed new wavelet scheme with the traditional linear wavelet and another two morphological wavelets presented in literature. Experimental results reveal that the presented ADEMW gives the most promising noise suppression performance. Then, the ADEMW is employed to process the real-world signals acquired from a firing shock force testing system. Processing results demonstrate that the ADEMW also outperforms another three wavelets obviously for depressing the strong background noise in the signals of firing shock force on the shoulder. The main impulsive components in the firing shock force can be clearly detected for analyzing the impacts on shoulder during the shooting process. The presented ADEMW scheme has provided a novel desirable tool for analyzing the complicated signals with strong noise.

1. Introduction

Firing shock force on shoulder is a human-rifle interaction force, which is generated between the buttstock and the shooter’s shoulder during the shooting process of a handheld rifle. The recoil force is the source power of firing shock force on the shoulder. The precise measurement of this force during shooting is one of the most significant issues in the research of human-rifle interaction system [1, 2]. It can provide sufficient information for the construction of a human-rifle interaction model, which will lead to improvements on the design and use of handheld weapons [3].

However, it is unavoidable to introduce noises in the measurement of firing shock force on the shoulder due to the complicated test environment and the limitation of the testing instrument. It brings serious problems for analyzing the value and trend of firing shock force on the shoulder due to the disturbance of strong noises. Therefore, how to effectively eliminate the influence of noise to the useful signal is a significant issue in this field.

Wavelet-based denoising technique is one of the most popular signal processing tools due to its flexibility and excellent capacity of depressing random noise [4–6]. Nevertheless, the traditional wavelet transforms are linear, which are based on the harmonic analysis. It is not always suitable to analyze any real-world signals, especially the complicated random noises. Thus, it is desirable to extend the traditional linear wavelets to nonlinear areas [7, 8].

Morphological wavelet (MW), presented by Heijmans and Goutsias [9], has provided an axiomatic framework for designing most existing linear and nonlinear wavelet decompositions. MW inherits the multidimensional and multilevel analysis of wavelet, whilst they do not require the time-frequency domain analysis. The MW extends the original wavelet from the linear domain, which is based on the convolution, to the nonlinear domain, which is based on morphological operators [10–13]. Furthermore, MW has
incorporated the lifting scheme, which is an entirely space domain wavelet construction approach [14, 15]. It offers the possibility of replacing linear filters by nonlinear ones, such as rank-order filters or morphological operators [9, 16]. Therefore, it has provided a flexible tool for designing various morphological wavelet transforms.

The main advantage of MW presented before is its ability to preserve the edge or gradient in the image or signal with sudden changes. But, it is not suitable for denoising because the filters involved in the original MW are not designed for depressing the noise. Thus, a novel morphological wavelet, named averaged dilation-erosion morphological wavelet (ADEMW), is proposed for depressing noise in this work. Both simulated signals and real signals of firing shock force on the shoulder are utilized to verify the effectiveness of the presented scheme. The traditional linear wavelet and another two morphological wavelets are also employed for a comparison. The experimental results have demonstrated the promising ability of our proposed ADEMW scheme to suppress the strong noise in firing shock force on the shoulder. Therefore, we can analyze the main impact exerted on the shoulder during the shooting process more effectively.

The remainders of this work are organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief review about MW and lifting scheme. The proposed ADEMW scheme is also described. In Section 3, simulated signals with different SNRs are constructed to evaluate the proposed technique. And, we apply the presented ADEMW scheme to the analysis of firing shock force on the shoulder in Section 4. The conclusions of this work are summarized in Section 5.

2. Averaged Dilation-Erosion Morphological Wavelet (ADEMW)

2.1. Morphological Wavelet. Morphological wavelet is developed as a nonlinear multiresolution signal decomposition scheme by Heijmans and Goutsias [9]. The main difference of morphological wavelet (MW) to the traditional linear wavelet (LW) is its signal analysis filter. The linear filters used in LW are replaced by morphological filters, such as erosion or dilation filters, which take the minimum or maximum as the main operators. There are some simple morphological wavelets, such as morphological Haar wavelet and morphological median wavelet, which have been developed by Heijmans. The details of these schemes can be found in [9].

Furthermore, Heijmans incorporated the lifting scheme, as shown in Figure 1, to the construction of morphological wavelets [9]. The left part is the decomposition stage, and the right part is the synthetic stage, which is the reverse of the decomposition procedure. There are two types of operators, namely, the prediction lifting and update lifting operators, in the decomposition procedure, as shown in Figure 1 [14, 15]. By utilizing the signal analysis operator \( \psi \) and detail analysis operator \( \varphi \), the input signal \( x_0 \) is separated to two signals, namely, the approximation signal \( x_1 \) and detail signal \( y_1 \). Then, an operator \( \pi \), named prediction operator, is acting on \( x_1 \). The result is used to modify the detail signal as \( y_1' = y_1 - \pi(x_1) \). Furthermore, another operator \( \lambda \), named update operator, is acting on the modified detail signal \( y_1' \). The result is then utilized to modify the approximation signal \( x_1 \) as \( x_1' = x_1 - \lambda(y_1') \). In the synthetic procedure, a reverse operation is executed and the original input signal \( x_0 \) can be reconstructed perfectly in this way.

Based on the lifting scheme, there are some interesting morphological lifting schemes, such as max-lifting, min-lifting, and median-lifting schemes, have been constructed, and the detail of these schemes can also be found in [9].

2.2. Averaged Dilation-Erosion Morphological Wavelet. Although the morphological lifting schemes demonstrate various advantages in the field of signal analysis, there are still some limitations that exist in practice. The most significant advantage of the original MW is its excellent ability to process sudden changes, such as impulses and edges in the input signal. The filters designed by original MW are not specialized for suppressing noise. Therefore, based on the morphological lifting wavelets described above, an averaged dilation-erosion morphological wavelet (ADEMW) is developed in this work to depress the noise, especially the background noise introduced in the firing shock force measuring process.

The main idea of ADEMW is using the averaged morphological dilation-erosion filter as the updating operator, and there is no predicting in this scheme:

\[
y'(n) = y(n),
\]

\[
x'(n) = x(n) + 0.5 \ast (y(n-1) \lor x(n) \lor y(n))
\]
\[
+ (y(n-1) \land x(n) \land y(n)).
\]

In this way, we construct an averaged dilation-erosion morphological wavelet (ADEMW) by utilizing the lifting scheme described above. It can be observed that, the local maximum and local minimum values are averaged by the updating filter. According to the research of morphological filters, this operator can depress noise effectively. Therefore, this ADEMW scheme is capable of depressing random noise.

3. Simulated Signal Analysis

In this section, simulated signals with different SNRs are generated to evaluate the performance of the presented ADEMW method on depressing noises. Moreover, the traditional linear wavelet transforms and another two morphological wavelets, namely, the maximum morphological wavelet and the median morphological wavelet, are also utilized to compare with the ADEMW technique.

The sampling frequency is 4096 Hz, and the sampling time is 1 s. The original simulated signal with no noise is shown in Figure 2(a). Two typical contaminated signals with different SNRs, namely, 25 dB and 15 dB, are displayed as Figures 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. The corresponding frequency spectrum of the three signals in Figure 2 is also given in Figure 3. It can be found that the main energy is
Figure 1: The schematic of lifting scheme.

Figure 2: The simulated signals with different SNRs: (a) signal without noise; (b) signal added noise with SNR 25 dB; (c) signal added noise with SNR 15 dB.

Figure 3: The corresponding frequency of simulated signals with different SNRs: (a) signal without noise; (b) signal added noise with SNR 25 dB; (c) signal added noise with SNR 15 dB.
concentrated in the band 0–40 Hz. There are no frequency components appearing in other bands in the frequency spectrum of original signal. But, with the contaminated signals, the “noise frequencies” appeared in all bands. The energy of the “noise frequencies” is also increasing along with the noise level. It should be mentioned that the energy in the band 0–40 is very large, so the maximum energy displayed in Figure 3 is set to be 300 to demonstrate the “noise frequencies” more clearly. Also, the displayed frequency band is set to be 0–800 Hz for the same purpose.

The four denoising methods mentioned above are utilized to depress the noise. The decomposition level is set to be 3 for all the wavelets. The mother wavelet of traditional linear wavelet is set to be “db5,” and the “SURE” thresholding criterion is selected. It should be noted that there are no more parameters needed to be set for all the three morphological wavelets.

The denoising results of the two typical contaminated signals in Figure 2 by utilizing the abovementioned four wavelet methods are demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. And, the corresponding frequency spectrums are given in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

It can be clearly observing that the proposed ADEMW yields the most favorable denoising effects among the four methods. The noises are depressed effectively, and the main components of the signal are retained. The “noise frequencies” are also depressed more effectively than other methods, as shown in Figures 6 and 7. The traditional linear wavelet also gives desirable results, but there still exist some noises in processed signals, especially when the SNR is low. The morphological median wavelet gives the worst denoising results according to our experiments.

4. Analyzing the Signals of Firing Shock Force on Shoulder by ADEMW

4.1. Testing System of Firing Shock Force on Shoulder. The testing system of firing shock force on the shoulder consists of three-axis force transducer, data acquisition system, and a computer. The three axis force transducer is fixed on the shooter’s shoulder. Figure 8 displays the schematic of the constructed testing system of firing shock force, and Figure 9 is the transducer and its place during firing shock force testing. The transducer used in our test is the ME K3D120 three-axis force transducer and its parameters are given in Table 1.

The sample frequency was set to be 30 kHz, and the sample points were set to be 8192 points. It means that, for each signal, the acquisition time window is about 0.273 s. Figure 10 demonstrates the waveforms of the signals on three directions, namely, the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis, which measure the forces produced in direction of front-back, left-right, and up-down, respectively. It can be found that the signals are seriously disturbed by the noise generated in the testing process. It is very desirable to eliminate the influence of noise to the precise analysis of firing shock force on the shoulder.

4.2. Noise Depression for Signals of Firing Shock Force on Shoulder. Therefore, the presented ADEMW is employed to depress the noise in the signals of firing shock force on the shoulder. Also, as described in Section 3, the traditional linear wavelet and another two morphological wavelets, namely, the maximum morphological wavelet and the median morphological wavelet, are employed and compared with the proposed ADEMW. The parameters of all wavelet methods are set to be same with the parameters in Section 3.

Figures 11–13 demonstrate the denoising results of signals along three axes by using the four methods described above. It can be clearly found that the proposed ADEMW gives the best results in all the three signals. The noises are depressed effectively and the impulsive components can be clearly demonstrated in the processed results.

4.3. Analysis of the Firing Shock Force on Shoulder. As shown in Figures 11–13, the shoulder force along the x-axis, that is, the direction of front-back, is the main force generated during the shooting. The shoulder forces along another two directions are obviously softer and not varied dramatically. This phenomenon is highly consistent with the actual situation in our tests.

Figure 14 displays the local signal of the shoulder force along the x-axis in one shoot cycle. At first, the force is about 150 N, which is the preloaded shoulder force before shooting. Then, a shark pulse, shown as mark 1, is emerging. This impulse is generated by the shock of firearm due to the exploding of gunpowder. After that, when the bullet passes through the gas port, the impact of propellant firing gas to the front of the gas chamber will propel the firearm forward. Therefore, the shock force declines rapidly, shown as mark 2 in Figure 14. Then, the automata move backward and knock the back end of the cartridge receiver. Thus, the shock force is increasing speedy to produce another peak, shown as mark 3. At last, the automata move forward and impact the forepart of the cartridge receiver. Due to this impact, the shock force decreases, shown as mark 4 in Figure 14.

5. Conclusion

This investigation has proposed a novel noise-depressing scheme, named averaged dilation-erosion morphological wavelet (ADEMW), for analyzing firing shock forces on shoulder.

The simulated signals disturbed by different degree noises are firstly employed to evaluate the proposed scheme. The traditional linear wavelet (LW) and another two morphological wavelets (MWs), named maximum morphological wavelet and median morphological wavelet, developed in literature are also used for comparison. Results have revealed that the developed ADEMW outperforms the traditional LW and MWs obviously on depressing noise.

Then, the real signals of firing shock force on the shoulder with strong background noise acquired from a testing system are processed by the presented ADEMW scheme as well as the LW and MWs mentioned above.
Figure 4: The denoising results on signal with SNR 25 dB by using (a) linear wavelet, (b) maximum morphological wavelet, (c) median morphological wavelet, and (d) presented ADEMW.

Figure 5: The denoising results on signal with SNR 15 dB by using (a) linear wavelet, (b) maximum morphological wavelet, (c) median morphological wavelet, and (d) presented ADEMW.

Figure 6: The corresponding frequency of denoised signal with SNR 25 dB by using (a) linear wavelet, (b) maximum morphological wavelet, (c) median morphological wavelet, and (d) presented ADEMW.
Experimental results have demonstrated that the proposed ADEMW scheme achieves the most promising performance for depressing the strong background noise. The main reason to the results obtained above lies in that the updating operator used in ADEMW is a new filter designed for depressing noise. This new filter is obtained by computing the average of local minimum and maximum of the analyzed signal. The traditional MW, such as maximum morphological wavelet and median morphological wavelet, which using maximum filter or median filter as updating operators, is more suitable for maintaining original signal structures than depressing the noise.

According to the results obtained above, it can be concluded that the presented ADEMW scheme demonstrates to be an attractive approach for depressing firing shock force signals with strong background noise.
Figure 10: Original signals of firing shock force on shoulder in three directions: (a) x-axis (front-back); (b) y-axis (up-down); (c) z-axis (left-right).

Figure 11: The denoising results on signal of firing shock force on shoulder along x-axis: (a) linear wavelet; (b) maximum morphological wavelet; (c) median morphological wavelet; (d) presented ADEMW.

Figure 12: The denoising results on signal of firing shock force on shoulder along y-axis: (a) linear wavelet; (b) maximum morphological wavelet; (c) median morphological wavelet; (d) presented ADEMW.
Consequently, the main impact exerted on the shoulder during the shooting process can be analyzed more effectively. Otherwise, the presented ADEMW can be easily extended to analyze other real-world signals with noises.
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